Denali hvac

Take control of comfort and costs at the same time. Keep cool and comfortable when it heats up
outside and when you open your cooling bill. Our air conditioners cool the hottest days with
reliability and efficiency you can count on year after year. American Standard ZM Air
Conditioner: This top of the line air conditioner features two-stage cooling and helps you save
up to 60 percent on your cooling energy usage. A heater in the winter and an air conditioner in
the summer, heat pumps keep the temperature just how you like it and do it efficiently. For
ultimate flexibility, pair it with a furnace to create a hybrid comfort system for greater efficiency
in all seasons. You can also Contact us directly and request Service. Thank you for visiting our
website. He had a vision as to what he wanted his company to become. Eight years later, with
hard work and dedicated employees, Denali has become just that. Free estimates for new jobs,
payment plans, and quick responses to services calls are just a few of the highlights Denali
offers. When a Denali Tech leaves a call, it is our goal for customers to know and understand
just what is needed to complete and fix the task at hand. Employees are paid hourly and no
commission is involved. Sales representatives are not needed. We only sell and install
equipment that guarantees customer satisfaction and quality performance. Denali techs are
experienced and have spent time working in all different environments of HVAC. Mill sights,
Commercial settings, and Residential jobs are a few of their specialties. Denali has been able to
offer some of the lowest pricing around the Southwest Washington area since In order to
continue, Denali constantly tries to improve its efficiency in order to keep overhead low, which
in turn keeps rates at a minimum for their customers. The newest addition is an Ipad invoicing
system located in each employees van. Customer invoices are entered on job site and emailed
to them upon completion. Not tech savvy, no worries, a copy will be sent to you in the mail!
Another benefit of the Ipad system is efficient tracking of equipment history for each customer.
Air Conditioners. Heat Pumps. Air Cleaners and Filters. Denali looks forward to having the
opportunity to service your HVAC needs. Troy then moved onto Universal Technical Institute in
Arizona to finish his degree. Since then Troy has worked hard to build Denali into a company
that puts its customers first. Troy truly loves working with his customers, and doing what he
can to make sure they are well taken care of. Troy is a family man; he has 3 active boys and a
wife who is always cooking something delicious. Troy has some other loves in life, they include:
Alaska, The Seahawks, and the outdoors. Pete is from Union; a small town in Northeastern
Oregon. Pete has been married for 21 years, with 2 kids; Ben is 17 and Emily is Mike was born
and raised on a 3, acre wheat farm in Cavendish, Alberta. He has been in a variety of industries;
he was a corporate executive, heavy equipment operator, and now a HVAC tech. Mike is our
residential specialist; he thoroughly enjoys interacting with our customers. He enjoys not only
fixing our customers products, but improving them. Mike stays busy outside of work with his
wife and their 3 children. He also enjoys sports, camping, and skiing. Derek has been with
Denali since , he spends his work week as our on the job tech at GP Wauna in Clatskanie,
Oregon. Derek enjoys the responsibility that comes along with working at the Georgia Pacific
Wauna mill. Derek is also a Seahawk and Duck fan; he enjoys cars, motorsports, hunting and
spending time with friends and family. He has been a great asset to the company, as he will do
whatever is needed. Don is our shop guy, part runner, coffee boy, filer, that extra hand and just
about anything else we may need. Don only works part time, unfortunately, he is very valuable.
Don spends his spare time with his wife of 45 years, 3 kids and 8 grandchildren. Mike Rinker:
Mike was born and raised on a 3, acre wheat farm in Cavendish, Alberta. When you sign up for
skilled maintenance from Denali CS, we complete a lengthy and in-depth list of necessary tasks
to optimize the performance of your commercial HVAC system. Proficient in all makes and
models, we promote efficiency, reliability, and safety. Keeping up with the regular service of
your commercial HVAC equipment provides long-term benefits. Fewer malfunctions, lower
running costs, and greater value from your investment are just the beginning. A properly
functioning heating and cooling system delivers superior and more consistent comfort,
healthier air quality, lower sound levels, and lessens the impact on the environment. Count on
us for accountability, integrity, teamwork, and innovation. Remaining updated with progressing
technology and techniques, we bring you the proactive strategies that reduce downtime,
maximize productivity, and contribute to your success. Our technicians are heating and cooling
experts that can keep your equipment in excellent condition. Convenient monthly payments,
with revolving line of credit you can use over and over again. Very good service real
professional guy that came to my house and replaced fan motor he even gave me new filter free.
Box , Austin, Texas Box Austin, TX Maintenance Plans Our technicians are heating and cooling
experts that can keep your equipment in excellent condition. Learn More. Financing Options
Convenient monthly payments, with revolving line of credit you can use over and over again.
Finance your project. Save today with our special offers All promotions. Designed by MTA
Privacy Policy. Request Service For commercial HVAC, boilers, plumbing, piping, electrical,

sheet metal, and thermal insulation requirements in North Texas, Denali CS is your trusted and
expert source. We bring you modern innovations in fixtures, heaters, tank-style water heaters,
tankless water heaters, drain cleaning, leak repairs, and so much more. At Denali CS, it all starts
with family â€” literally. Denali CS is owned and operated by Michelle and her mother, Vickey.
She fondly remembers Ron once telling Vickey that they spent the day on the roof of a
fifty-story building in Tulsa. At some point, Vickey finally grew tired of being left out of the
family fun and went into the business, which eventually resulted in the forming of Denali CS.
Read More. Michelle attempted to pursue other avenues of a livelihood, but her heart wanted
something else. Thus, as it was always meant to be, she joined Denali CS and is currently the
President of the company. Some would say that nothing has changed since Michelle was a little
girl fixing air conditioners with Ron. Now and then, she was the boss. Denali CS looks forward
to you joining the family. Our technicians are not commission based and dedicate their
experience and expertise to exceptional job performance. As your leading woman-owned and
managed mechanical construction and service enterprise, Denali CS better fulfills your
residential and commercial HVAC , plumbing , piping, electrical, sheet metal, and thermal
insulation requirements in North Texas. Through an insightful and proactive approach to all
jobs, our services fit within your budget and support your goals. We encourage you to call us at
Deliberate application of information, imagination and initiative in deriving greater values from
resources. Let us put our expertise at your disposal for swift and satisfying completion of new
installation processes, upgrades, replacement, repairs, and cost-effective maintenance. We take
the very best care of your essential equipment and facilitate improvements that add value,
convenience, comfort, and efficiency to your everyday. Give us a call today to schedule your
next appointment. Denali CS is known for providing the best mechanical services for
commercial and residential customers because our employees exemplify the finest talents our
industry has to offer. In this ever-challenging industry we recognize that it is our employees that
set us apart. We believe in the core tenants of perseverance, teamwork, accountability, and
integrity. I worked for it. As your leading woman-owned and managed mechanical construction
and service enterprise, Denali CS better fulfills your residential and commercial HVAC,
plumbing, piping, electrical, sheet metal, and thermal insulation requirements with the most
open and honest approach. Sharing plans, photos, and data, we create transparency. Box ,
Austin, Texas Box Austin, TX Plumbing We bring you modern innovations in fixtures, heaters,
tank-style water heaters, tankless water heaters, drain cleaning, leak repairs, and so much
more. Family owned and operated At Denali CS, it all starts with family â€” literally. Read More
Michelle attempted to pursue other avenues of a livelihood, but her heart wanted something
else. Schedule Service. Maintenance Plans. Our Core Values. Teamwork The combined action of
a group of people, especially when effective and efficient. Integrity The quality of being honest
and having strong moral principles; moral uprightness. Accountability The fact of being
responsible for what you do and able to give a satisfactory reason for it. Innovation Deliberate
application of information, imagination and initiative in deriving greater values from resources.
Designed by MTA Privacy Policy. Why is it that commercial HVAC malfunctions always happen
at the worst possible times? Fortunately, Denali CS is always available to help. We provide
prompt, expert repairs throughout North Texas. Denali CS exemplifies integrity and
accountability. We take pride in our standards of workmanship and the satisfaction of our
customers. Following up a comprehensive evaluation of the system, we make sure you
understand the problem as well as your options going forward. Our skilled contractors target
safety, eff
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iciency, and reliability with long-term value. Denali CS arrives on time and prepared. We keep
organized job sites, follow strenuous protocols, and take proactive measures to minimize
downtime. As a family-owned, woman-owned business, we take pride in being a part of and
supporting the commercial community. Our technicians are heating and cooling experts that
can keep your equipment in excellent condition. Convenient monthly payments, with revolving
line of credit you can use over and over again. Very good service real professional guy that
came to my house and replaced fan motor he even gave me new filter free. Box , Austin, Texas
Box Austin, TX Maintenance Plans Our technicians are heating and cooling experts that can
keep your equipment in excellent condition. Learn More. Financing Options Convenient monthly
payments, with revolving line of credit you can use over and over again. Finance your project.
Save today with our special offers All promotions. Designed by MTA Privacy Policy.

